


3 CENTURIES OF PORT 
from the cellars of Ramos Pinto 



Ramos Pinto was founded in 1880 and, for several decades, its history 
has been marked by a balance between innovation and respect for 
tradition. The House is known for producing and selecting the best 
grapes, its knowledge of terroir and for pioneering the launch of New 
Douro wines all over the world. 

Today, Ramos Pinto retains its position as a traditional House 
producing top quality wines. In the quest for excellence, Ramos Pinto 
is independently run to this day, which enables the House to conduct 
continuous technical and technological research. 

The House owns four estates in the Douro: Quinta do Bom Retiro and 
Quinta da Urtiga, in the heart of the region, as well as Quinta dos Bons 
Ares and Quinta de Ervamoira in the Douro Superior. 

Committed to improving its bond with nature and the environment,  
Ramos Pinto is working towards this achievement by implementing 
organic farming and increasing biodiversity in the vineyard. This is a 
legacy which the House is proud to leave to future generations. 

Welcome to the Ramos Pinto Wine World! 



WINES



TASTING NOTES

DRY WHITE 1884

THE YEAR

Some great vintages. Many Houses declared. 

A very warm July followed by showers at the end of August. A late 
harvest. Reduced production due to phylloxera.

ANA ROSAS’ TASTING NOTES 

When first produced, this sweet white port was used for blending and  
adjusting the sweetness of other wines. Produced in 1884, aged in oak 
and bottled after 10 years, this wine was selected by Adriano Ramos 
Pinto for his own consumption due to its exceptional quality. 

Dark  mahogany in colour, with  green highlights  around  the  rim and 
extremely concentrated. An intense and complex aroma with balsamic 
and resinous notes of cedar and pine against a background of dry 
fruits, mixed spices and touches of black pepper, cloves and iodine. 
On the palate the wine has a very sweet and velvety attack with old 
muscat, brioche and vermouth like flavours. The finish is immensely long  
and balanced.



DRY WHITE 1890

THE YEAR

A good, dry vintage, which produced delicate wines. Would have been 
a better year if the harvest had been delayed slightly. A heat wave at 
the beginning of September, followed by rainfall, did not spoil excellent 
harvest conditions. Small production, but many Houses declared.

ANA ROSAS’ TASTING NOTES 

This dry white port was produced at the time for blending and adjusting 
the sweetness of other wines. This wine from 1890, bottled after 3 years, 
was selected by Adriano Ramos Pinto for his own consumption due to 
its exceptional quality. A clear and golden white wine. Impressions of 
aniseed and liquorice on the nose with hints of bergamot. Dry on the 
palate. Impressive for its age.

TASTING NOTES



VINTAGE 1924

THE YEAR

Excellent vintage, with great body and aroma. Declared by almost  
all the large Houses. An exceptionally cold winter was followed by a  
very mild summer. Some rain in September, but the harvest was 
carried out during good weather conditions near the end of the month. 
Reduced production.

Wine produced from Quinta do Bom Retiro grapes and bottled after  
3 years.

ANA ROSAS’ TASTING NOTES 

This port still has a very red core with slight tawny highlights towards 
the edge. Extremely rich aroma of spices, roasted hazelnuts and 
complex balsamic scents. Powerful, yet fully integrated in the mouth 
with fresh balsamic hints on a backdrop of honey, coffee and cigar box 
flavours. Medium-long finish and well structured.

TASTING NOTES



VINTAGE 1931

THE YEAR

A dry winter was followed by an exceptionally mild and dry summer, 
including the month of August. During September, the weather warmed 
up and there was some rainfall. A late harvest took place at the end 
of September. Noteworthy wines were made despite some irregular 
weather.  

This wine was produced from Quinta do Bom Retiro grapes and bottled 
after 3 years.

ANA ROSAS’ TASTING NOTES 

Garnet colour with good intensity and green highlights towards the rim. 
Complex aromas including resin, mint, chocolate and vanilla. Soft and 
crisp mouth-feel which reveals great volume and delicious chocolate 
flavours mingling with mint and orange peel. Expressive and consistent, 
with and extraordinarily long finish dominated by dark chocolate.

TASTING NOTES



VINTAGE 1934

THE YEAR

A mature, fruity vintage of exceptional quality, despite some irregular 
weather. A dry winter was followed by a rainy spring, leading to late 
flowering and fruit set. July was very warm and was followed by some 
rain in September. Harvest took place in October in perfect conditions.  

This wine was produced from Quinta do Bom Retiro grapes and bottled 
after 2-3 years.

ANA ROSAS’ TASTING NOTES 

Clear red and orange core, with tawny nuances. The aroma is lively 
and fresh with cherry and banana coming through, followed by deep 
caramel, vanilla and chocolate notes. An excellent structure, good 
acidity and notable flavours such as vanilla, dry fruits, chocolate and 
old port wine casks. Medium-long finish.

TASTING NOTES



VINTAGE 1935

THE YEAR

A classic Vintage, however some Houses decided not to declare due 
to having done so the previous year (example of a “Split Vintage”). 
A dry winter was followed by an unusually cool spring, with some frost, 
leading to late flowering and fruit set. Despite inconsistent weather 
during the summer, the harvest took place during perfect conditions.

ANA ROSAS’ TASTING NOTES 

Tawny in colour with some red highlights remaining. This Port shows 
great bottle evolution, with floral and citrus characters such as orange 
blossom and lemon. Hints of crème brûlée and toffee also shine through. 
On the palate this wine is pronounced and full of flavour. Fruit forward, 
with citrus notes and hints of butterscotch and lavender towards the 
end. Long and complex, the flavours carry through right to the finish.

TASTING NOTES



VINTAGE 1952

THE YEAR

It was an extremely dry year in the Cima Corgo region averaging less 
than 350mm of precipitation in certain places.

ANA ROSAS’ TASTING NOTES 

Medium deep brick red. Aromas of black plum, Christmas pudding and 
spice. Medium bodied with fine acidity and a creamy texture. Plenty of 
ripe plum flavours and hints of fig and caramelized oranges. Elegant 
and long, finishing with a sweet peppery aftertaste.

TASTING NOTES



VINTAGE 1982

THE YEAR

The winter was cold but very dry, as was the spring, and drought 
conditions remained throughout the year. The harvest began relatively 
early, in mid-September, but the grapes already had a raisined 
appearance. 

ANA ROSAS’ TASTING NOTES 

A splendid, deep colour typical of this harvest. Highly concentrated and 
still rising smoothly, it has well-developed blue tones. 

Generous, feminine and well characterised by its harmony and advanced 
maturity, it offers us aromas of violet, plum, chocolate and ripe fruit. 
Aged and wine-infused wood, a hint of vanilla and plum brandy. 

A smooth and velvety attack on the palate, the perfect balance between 
body and acidity. Notes of prune sustained by smooth, mature tannins. 
Soft and enveloping with a perfect finish. 

TASTING NOTES



VINTAGE 1983

THE YEAR

A dry winter and a largely rainy spring. The year was unusually cold, 
even in August. September was warm. The harvest was late and perfect. 
The wines are rich in tannins and very aromatic, with a great ageing 
potential. 

ANA ROSAS’ TASTING NOTES 

The solid colour of this Vintage allows us to consider it to be both 
classic and young. It has a startling intensity with a superb and slightly 
evolved cherry-red colour.

A notoriously intense, lively and energetic nose that gives it a masculine 
quality. Aromas of red fruits and of red gooseberry, cherry and plum 
preserves emanate from a solid structure.

A strong, solid attack. Energetic and fresh on the palate with a fruity 
flavour and a good acidic base. Excellent integrity. Firm, elegant tannins 
and a long life ahead of it. A powerful and velvety finish.

TASTING NOTES



LATE BOTTLED VINTAGE 1992

THE YEAR

Exceptional vintage, with great concentration of tannin and fruit.

ANA ROSAS’ TASTING NOTES 

Deep red coloured core, with light scarlet highlights towards the rim, 
notable for a 25 year old LBV. Very rich and perfumed fruit aromas 
consisting of strawberry jam and black plums which contrast with 
fresh balsamic hints of eucalyptus. A rich and lively wine, with a lasting 
backbone of ripe strawberries and cherries on the palate. Notes 
of chocolate, cocoa and hints of tobacco all add to the complexity.  
A beautifully harmonious finish.

TASTING NOTES



VINTAGE 1994

THE YEAR

1994 was a hot year but with excellent weather conditions and enough 
water in the ground to allow the long maturation required to make  
a Vintage. 

ANA ROSAS’ TASTING NOTES 

Deep brick red in colour with blue highlights, typical of this harvest. 
Aromas of rich, mature fruit and wild berries. Full-bodied and well 
structured, with excellent potential. Tannins remain full despite years 
in bottle. Wonderful and persistent finish, with long ageing potential.

TASTING NOTES



VINTAGE 2011

THE YEAR

2011 was marked by low rainfall and relatively cool temperatures, with 
the exception of an early summer heat wave. In fact, germination 
and flowering occurred two weeks earlier than in 2010, giving rise to 
vegetative development at the end of April and the beginning of May. 
This advance continued throughout the summer, forcing the harvests 
to start in early August. In all of Ramos Pinto history, this was their 
earliest harvest ever made.

ANA ROSAS’ TASTING NOTES 

Deep purple colour, typical of a young classic Vintage. Elegant and 
fragrant aromas of fresh raspberry and ripe plum, with a touch of resin 
and mint. On the palate, this wine is soft yet full-bodied, with a solid 
structure of polished tannins. Flavours of ripe red fruit and a touch of 
mineral freshness, as well as notes of mint and dark chocolate. This 
classic vintage has a delicious, powerful finish.

TASTING NOTES



www.ramospinto.pt






